Description of the Course:

The United States’ decision to invade Iraq despite UN and widespread international political protests provide the context for our study of the role of international organizations in an increasingly global world. The seminar will begin with the discussion of the view that this new global world has contributed to a new definition of “empire” that whose boundaries and forms are different from the old ones and its impact on the increasingly supranational agenda of the UN. Next, we will examine the Marxian concept of hegemony and its explanation of the dominant role of the US in the international system, the UN and the capitalist global economy. As part of this discussion, we will examine the roles of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank as the economic pillars of the United Nations System. The goal will be to understand how these institutions worked in the past and role that they are playing the new global world. Given the significant impact that their structural adjustment programs have had on the countries of thee South, we will devote time to their understanding and the discussion of their consequences. Finally, the last section of the course will be devoted to the examination of how the post cold war era has affected the operation of the U.N as a multilateral and/or an intergovernmental structure that is accommodating novel actors, like non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and policy agendas like gender and human rights.

ORGANIZATION:

The following books have been ordered through Howard University bookstore and will form the focus of our discussions and assessments:


In addition to the above, I have placed some books, journal articles and chapters from other books as additional readings on 2-hour reserve at the undergraduate library. Students will be responsible for reading this material as part of class presentations and paper assignment.

**GRADING:**

Your grade will reflect your oral and written performance in the seminar. As part of the effort to stimulate discussion, you will be regularly asked to do oral presentations of the assigned readings. In addition, you will be required to write 3 critical research papers (15 pages each) on topics to be assigned.

The paper topics are designed to get you to think about the readings assigned for the class. The goal of each paper is to critically discuss and synthesize the readings and develop an independent opinion regarding the views they put forward. A list of questions that will guide the discussion and the date by which each assignment is due will be provided ahead of time. No late papers will be accepted.

Each one of the papers will count for 25% of your final grade. The remaining 25% will be based on the quality (preparation, organization and thoroughness) of your oral presentations and the seriousness with which you take this responsibility, which includes showing up on time for these assignments.

Good Luck and welcome to the course

**COURSE OUTLINE**

I. Introduction to the Course: (August 25)
II. **Empire in a Global World** (September 8)


III. **Hegemony** (September 15)


IV. **The Economic, Political and Cultural Dynamics of Globalization:** (September 22, 29, October 6)


Rita Mae Kelly, Jane Bayes, Mary E. Hawskworth and Brigitte Young, ed. *Gender, Globalization Democratization*: chapter 1 and selected case studies.


Also see articles by Leon Hadar, "What Green Peril?", and Judith Miller, "The Challenge of Radical Islam" Foreign Affairs (Spring 1993).

* First paper assignment is due on Oct. 14.
** Late papers will not be accepted.

V. The Bretton Woods Institutions (Oct. 20, 27, Nov. 3)


Chapters by Shakaw, Adedeji, Massad and Boltho (on reserve).


* Second Paper assignment is due on Nov. 10.
** Late Papers will not be accepted.

VI. The United Nations in the Post-Cold War Era (Nov. 17, 24, Dec. 1)

Karen Mingst and Margaret Karns, The United Nation in the Post-Cold War Era.


Thomas Weiss and Leon Gordenker, eds. *NGOs, the UN and Global Governance*, part I.

* Third paper assignment is due on December 8.
** Late papers will not be accepted.